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 .G. Ladas J. Difference Equations Appl., 1995 proposed the following conjecture:
 .  .Assume that a g 0, 1 j 1, ` . Show that the equation
a q xn
x s , n s 0, 1, . . .nq 1 xny 1
has positive solutions which are not periodic. The truth of the conjecture is verified
in this paper. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
More than fifty years ago, Lyness observed that every solution of the
recursive sequence
1 q xn
x s , n s 0, 1, . . . ) .nq1 xny1
w xis periodic with period 5 2 .
 .For a more general recursive sequence than Eq. ) , we consider
a q xn
x s , n s 0, 1, . . . , )) .nq1 xny1
where a , x , and x are positive numbers, and where the questiony1 0
remains whether or not there is a value of a / 1 such that every solution
 .of Eq. )) is periodic with the same period.
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w xOn that question, Ladas proposed the following conjecture 1 : Assume
 .  .that a g 0, 1 j 1, ` . Show that the equation
a q xn
x s , n s 0, 1, . . . 1 .nq1 xny1
has positive solutions which are not periodic.
The conjecture is verified in Section 3 of this paper. It follows that the
answer to the above question is obtained. In Section 2 we give some
 .lemmas which are needed for the study of Eq. 1 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
 4  4  .Let S s x N x is a positive solution of Eq. 1 with initial condi-n n
 .4tions x s x g 0, ` .y1 0
Let x s x s x .y1 0
 .  4The following fact is clear by Eq. 1 : For all x g S, let x denote ann r
 4arbitrary term of x , then x can be expressed in the formn r
f x .m r  4x s r g y1, 0, 1, 2, . . . , .r g x .nr
where f and g are real nonnegative coefficient polynomials on x withm nr r
degrees m and n , respectively, such that m , n G 0 and f and gr r r r m nr r
have no common factors which are positive integer powers of x.
 4  .LEMMA 1. Let x g S, r be a positi¨ e integer, and r ' 0 mod 5 . Thenn
 .  .the following statements, for x s f x rg x , i s y1, 0, 1, 2, 3, arerq i m nrq i rq i
true:
m s n q 1, m s n q 1, m s n ,ry1 ry1 r r rq1 rq1
m s n y 1, m s n .rq2 rq2 rq3 rq3
 .Proof. From the definition of S and Eq. 1 , we have
x s x ,y1
x s x ,0
x q a
x s ,1 x
a q 1 x q a .
x s ,2 2x
a x 2 q a q 1 x q a .
x s ;3 2x q a x
i.e., the claim is true when r s 0.
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Suppose that the claim is true when r s k. We will show that the claim
is true when r s k q 5.
 .By Eq. 1 , one has
fm kq l s xkq lgnkq l
a q xkq ly1s
xkq ly2
a q f rgm nkq ly1 kq ly1s
f rgm nkq ly2 kq ly2
g a g q f .n n mkq ly2 kq ly1 kq ly1s
g fn mkq ly1 kq ly2
for l g N.
It follows that
m s n q max n , m , n s n q m . .kq l kqly2 kqly1 kqly1 kql kqly1 kqly2
2 .
By the inductive hypothesis, we have
m s n q 1, m s n q 1, m s n ,ky1 ky1 k k kq1 kq1
m s n y 1, m s n .kq2 kq2 kq3 kq3
 .In 2 , we choose l s 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively, from which it follows
that if l s 4, then
m s n q n ,kq4 kq2 kq3
n s n q m s n q n y 1,kq4 kq3 kq2 kq3 kq2
which, in turn, implies that
m s n q 1;kq4 kq4
if l s 5, then
m s n q m ,kq5 kq3 kq4
n s n q m s m y 1 q n ,kq5 kq4 kq3 kq4 kq3
which, in turn, implies that
m s n q 1;kq5 kq5
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if l s 6, then
m s n q m ,kq6 kq4 kq5
n s n q m s m y 1 q n q 1,kq6 kq5 kq4 kq5 kq4
which, in turn, implies that
m s n ;kq6 kq6
if l s 7, then
m s n q n ,kq7 kq5 kq6
n s n q m s n q n q 1,kq7 kq6 kq5 kq6 kq5
which, in turn, implies that
m s n y 1;kq7 kq7
if l s 8, then
m s n q n ,kq8 kq6 kq7
n s n q m s n q n ,kq8 kq7 kq6 kq7 kq6
which, in turn, implies that
m s n .kq8 kq8
The proof is complete.
 .LEMMA 2. Let r G 5 and r ' 0 mod 5 . Then, for
f x .m rq i  4x s , i g y1, 0 ,rq i g x .nrq i
the following statements are true:
f x s x 2 p x q a l rq i x , .  .m mrq i rq i
g x s xq x q a t rq i , .  .n nrq i rq i
where p and q are real nonnegati¨ e coefficient polynomials on x; lm n rqirq i rq i
and t are positi¨ e integers, i s y1, 0.rq i
Furthermore, if i s y1, then l - t ; and if i s 0, then l ) t .rq i rqi rqi rqi
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 .Proof. When r s 5, by Eq. 1 , we obtain
2a x 3 q a 2 q a q 1 x 2 q a x .
x s4 2 2 2a q 1 x q a q 2a x q a .  .
2 2x 2a x q a q a q 1 q a x .
s 2 2x a q 1 x q a q 2a q a .  .
2 2x 2a x q a q a q 1 .
2 3qa x q a x a q 1 x q a q 2a q a x x q a .  .  .4
x s5 2 2 2x a q 1 x q a q 2a q a a x q a q 1 x q a .  .  . 4
2 2 2 3 2 3x q a x 2a x q 2a q 2a q 1 x q a q 2a q a q a x .  .  . 4
s 2 2 2 2 2x q a x a q a x q 2a q 2a q 1 x q 2a q 2a q a .  .  .  . 4
2 3 2 2x 2a x q 4a q 2a q 1 x .
3 2 4 3 2 4q 3a q 4a q 2a x q a q 3a q a q a x .  .
s .2 3 3 2 2x a q a x q a q 3a q 2a q 1 x .  .
3 2 3 2 3q 2a q 4a q 3a x q 2a q 3a q a .  .
Thus, our claims hold.
Suppose that our claims are true when r s k. We will show that they are
true when r s k q 5.




a q f rgm nk ks
f rgm nky 1 ky1
a q x 2 p q a lk x r xq q a tk .  .m nk ks
2 l tky 1 ky1x p q a x r xq q a .  .m nky 1 ky1
t t 2 lky 1 k kxq q a a xq q a q x p q a x .  .n n mky 1 k ks
t 2 lk ky1xq q a x p q a x .  .n mk ky1
t l t q1 t qt q1ky 1 k k ky1 kx xq qa a q qa qxp qa q qa .  .n n m nky 1 k k ky1s .
2 l t t qlky 1 k k ky1x q xp qa qa p qa x .n m mk ky1 ky1
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On the other hand,
fm kq 1x s .kq1 gnkq 1
Hence
t l t t qt q1ky 1 k kq1 k ky1f s x xq q a a q q a q xp q a q q a .  .m n n m nkq 1 ky1 k k ky1
and we can write f s xp q a lkq 1, where l s t q t q 1.m m kq1 ky1 kkq 1 kq1
Also
2 l t t qlky 1 k k ky1g s x q xp q a q a p q a x , .n n m mkq 1 k ky1 ky1
and so we can write g s x 2q q a tkq 1 x, where t s t q l .n n kq1 k ky1kq 1 kq1




a q f rgm nkq 1 kq1s
f rgm nk k
a q xp q a lkq 1 r x 2q q a tkq 1 x .  .m nkq 1 kq1s
2 l tk kx p q a x r xq q a .  .m nk k
t 2 t lk kq1 kq1xq q a a x q q a x q xp q a .  .n n mk kq1 kq1s
2 t 2 lkq 1 kx q q a x x p q a x .  .n mkq 1 k
t t q1 l t qlk kq1 kq1 k kq1x xq qa a xq qa qp qa q qa .  .n n m nk kq1 kq1 ks .
3 l t t ql 2k kq1 kq1 kx q xp q a qa p qa x .n m mkq 1 k k
Similarly, it follows that
f s xp q a lkq 2 ,m mkq 2 kq2
g s x 3q q a tkq 2 x 2 ,n nkq 2 kq2
where l s t q l , t s t q l .kq2 k kq1 kq2 kq1 k
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Next, from x ,kq2
a q xkq2
x skq3 xkq1
a q f rgm nkq 2 kq2s
f rgm nkq 1 kq1
a q xp q a lkq 2 r x 3q q a tkq 2 x 2 .  .m nkq 2 kq2s
l 2 tkq 1 kq1xp q a r x q q a x .  .m nkq 1 kq1
t 3 t 2 lkq 1 kq2 kq2xq q a a x q q a x q xp q a .  .n n mkq 1 kq2 kq2s
2 t lkq 2 kq1x q q a x xp q a .  .n mkq 2 kq1
t 2 t q1kq 1 kq2x xq q a a x q q a x q p .  .n n mkq 1 kq2 kq2
l t qlkq 2 kq1 kq2qa q q ankq 1s .
2 t l t qlkq 2 kq1 kq2 hq1x p xq q a q a q q a x .m n nkq 1 kq2 kq2
Hence, we can write
f s xp q a lkq 3 ,m mkq 3 kq3
g s x 2q q a tkq 3 x ,n nkq 3 kq3
where l s t q l , t s t q l .kq3 kq1 kq2 kq3 kq2 kq1
From x , we havekq3
a q xkq3
x skq4 xkq2
a q f rgm nkq 3 kq3s
f rgm nkq 2 kq2
a q xp q a lkq 3 r x 2q q a tkq 3 x .  .m nkq 3 kq3s
l 3 t 2kq 2 kq2xp q a r x q q a x .  .m nkq 2 kq2
2 t 2 t lkq 2 kq3 kq3x q q a x a x q q a x q xp q a .  .n n mkq 2 kq3 kq1s
t lkq 3 kq2xq q a xp q a .  .n mkq 3 kq2
2 t t q1kq 2 kq3x xq q a a xq q a q p .  .n n mkq 2 kq3 kq3
l t qlkq 3 kq2 kq3qa q q a xnkq 2s .
t l t qlkq 3 kq2 kq3 kq2x p xq q a q a q q a .m n nkq 2 kq3 kq3
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Thus we get
f s x 2 p q a lkq 4 x ,m mkq 4 kq4
g s xq q a tkq 4 ,n nkq 4 kq4




a q f rgm nkq 4 kq4s
f rgm nkq 3 kq3
a q x 2 p q a lkq 4 x r xq q a tkq 4 .  .m nkq 4 kq4s
l 2 tkq 3 kq3xp q a r x q q a x .  .m nkq 3 kq3
2 t t 2 lkq 3 kq4 kq4x q q a x a xq q a q x p q a x .  .n n mkq 3 kq4 kq4s
t lkq 4 kq3xq q a xp q a .  .n mkq 4 kq3
2 t lkq 3 kq4x xq q a a q q a q xp .  .n n mkq 3 kq4 kq4
t q1 t qt q1kq 4 kq3 kq4qa q q a xnkq 3s .
t l t qlkq 4 kq3 kq4 kq3x p xq q a q a q q a .m n nkq 3 kq4 kq4
Therefore we have
f s x 2 p q a lkq 5 x ,m mkq 5 kq5
g s xq q a tkq 5 ,n nkq 5 kq5
where l s t q t q 1, t s t q l .kq5 kq3 kq4 kq5 kq4 kq3
From the above process, one can see easily that p , q , p , andm n mkq 4 kq4 kq5
q are real nonnegative coefficient polynomials on x. Now, it remains tonkq 5
show that l , t , l , and t are positive integers with l - tkq4 kq4 kq5 kq5 kq4 kq4
and l ) t . Sincekq5 kq5
l s l q 2 l q 4 t q t q 1,kq4 k ky1 k ky1
t s l q l q 4 t q 2 t q 2,kq4 k ky1 k ky1
l s t q 2 t q t q l q l q 2,kq5 kq4 k ky1 k ky1
t s t q 3t q t q l q 1,kq5 kq4 k ky1 ky1
then from the inductive hypothesis l , t , l , and t are positiveky1 ky1 k k
integers and l - t , l ) t .ky1 ky1 k k
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It follows that l , t , l , t are positive integers andkq4 kq4 kq5 kq5
l y t s l y t y 1 - 0,kq4 kq4 ky1 ky1
l y t s l y t q 1 ) 0,kq5 kq5 k k
i.e., l - t and l ) t .kq4 kq4 kq5 kq5
The proof of Lemma 2 is complete.
 4  4  4  4For p g 2, 3, 4, . . . , set S s x N x g S and x is periodic withp n n n
4prime period p .
 4 < <LEMMA 3. For p g 2, 3, 4, . . . , S - `.p
Proof. Let p be a positive integer such that p G 2. If S / B, then forp
 4every x g S , we have x s x \ x; i.e.,n p py1 y1
f x s xg x . ))) .  .  .m npy 1 py1
We then consider two cases.
 .  4  .  .i Assume that j g 1, 2, 3 and p y 1 ' j mod 5 . From Lemma
1, it follows that
m F n - n q 1.py1 py1 py1
 .  .Hence the polynomial xg x y f x k 0, which implies thatn mpy 1 py1
 .  .xg x y f x has at most n q 1 positive real roots. That is, theren m py1py 1 py1
 .are at most n q 1 positive real numbers which satisfy Eq. ))) .py1
< <Therefore S - `.p
 .  4  .  .ii Assume that j g 4, 5 and p y 1 ' j mod 5 . From Lemma 1
and Lemma 2 it follows that m s n q 1 and the coefficient of thepy1 py1
 .  . tpy 1 l py 1one-degree term in the polynomial xg x y f x is a y a ,n mpy 1 py1
 .  . tpy 1 l py 1where t / l . Since a g 0, 1 j 1, ` , we get a y a / 0.py1 py1
 .  .It follows that the polynomial xq x y f x k 0 and from an mpy 1 py1
 . < <similar argument to that used in case i , we see that S - `.p
The proof is complete.
3. THE PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE
< < < <Obviously, S s /. From Lemma 3, we can conclude that D Spg N , pG 2 p
 .s / . Therefore, S y D S / B and the conjecture is proven.0 pg N, pG 2 p
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